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ABSTRACT 
The relations among a set, its complement, and its boundary are examined constructively. A 
crucial tool is a theorem that allows the construction of a point where a segment comes close to the 
boundary of a set in a Banach space. Brouwerian examples show that many of the results arc the 
best possible. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate such questions as: 
!f u’e cun compute the distance ofuny point from a subset qf’a metric space, can 
we compute the distance of any point from its boundary? 
jfupoint is boundedawayfrom the complement of a set, can we show that it is in ,> 
the set? 
The constructive answers to such questions contain significant information 
and reveal surprising connections that are hidden from a classical analysis. 
We operate within the framework of Bishop’s constructive analysis. The 
reader is assumed to be familiar with Chapters 1-4 and 6 of 121. Additional 
background in constructive mathematics can be found in [l], [4], and [g]. For 
information about the recursive model of constructive mathematics see [6]. 
It is convenient to gather together some of the basic notions about subsets of 
a metric space (X, p). A set is inhubited if there exists an element in it -- this 
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terminology is preferred by some to nonempty in that it sounds more positive. 
An inhabited set S is located if 
p(x, S) = inf{p(x, s) : s E S} 
exists for each x E X. If S is located, then 
-s = {x E X : p(x, S) > 0). 
It is natural to consider the empty set located, with p(x, 0) c ca for each x E X. 
Below we will extend this further to sets that aren’t known to be empty or to be 
inhabited. 
It is convenient to talk about p(x, S) even if S is not located. Here is how we 
will use this expression. 
p(x, S) < r means that p(x, s) < r for some s in S, 
p(x, S) > r means that p(x, S) < r is impossible, that is, that p(x, s) > r for all 
s in S, 
P(X, S) 5 P(X, S’) means that p(x, S) < r whenever p(x, S’) < r, 
/4x, S) = Ax, S’) means p(x, S) 5 p(x, S’) and p(x, S’) < p(x, S). 
It is not hard to show that p(x, S) exists (as a real number) for an inhabited set 
S if and only if for each r’ < r, either r’ < p(x, S) or p(x, S) < r. (See the con- 
structive least-upper-bound principle, [2, Chapter 2, (4.3)].) We take this latter 
condition to be the definition of ‘located’ for an arbitrary set S: 
An arbitrary subset S of a metric space X is located if for each pair r’ < r of 
real numbers, and each x E X, either r’s p(x, S) or p(x, S) < r. 
It is easy to see that S is located if and only if p(x, S) can be thought of as an 
extended nonnegative real number ~ that is, an element of the one-point com- 
pactification of [0, cc) - for each x. To illustrate this definition, consider the 
located set S defined by taking a decreasing binary sequence (a,) and setting 
S = fl (na,, 00). 
” 
In the same way, we talk about 
p(S, T) = inf{p(s, t) : s E S and t E T} 
for arbitrary subsets S and T; note that this is not the Hausdorff metric. We 
refer to objects like p(x, S) and p(S, T) as distance expressions. Each distance 
expression X is determined by the set {r E R : X < r}, and may be thought of as 
the (possibly empty) upper set of a Dedekind cut. Indeed the notion of a dis- 
tance expression may be identified with that of an open upper set of positive 
real (or rational) numbers: if S is such a set, then ~(0, S) = S. Distance ex- 
pressions differ from the bounded extended reals of [S] in that they need not be 
strongly monotonic. 
If x is a point and r > 0 is a real number, then B(x, r) denotes the open ball of 
radius r centered at x. In general, if S in an arbitrary set, then 
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B(S, r) - { y : p( y, S) < r}. 
The closure of S is S E {x E X : p(x> S) = O}. The interior of S is 
S”~{xEX:B(x,~)CSforsome~>0}. 
The complement of S is 
-S E {x E X : p(x,s) > 0 for each s E S}; 
the metric complement of S is 
-s E {x E x : p(x,S) > O} = (-4)” 
We write S m Q and S - R for S n -R and S n -R respectively. The hounder> 
0fSis 
dS= Sn-s. 
2. COHERENTSETS 
We will look at three ways that a point might get into a set by virtue of dis- 
tancing itself from the complement or the boundary, and clarify their nature 
with Brouwerian examples.’ 
Let S and Q be subsets of a metric space (X, p). We say that S is well con- 
tained in R, and we write S cc 0, if B(S, r) c L? for some r > 0. Note that if 
S c:= 0, then S CC R*. If a subset of an open set Q has the HeineeBorel 
property ~ every cover by open sets has a finite subcover ~ then it is well con- 
tained in R. In the recursive model of constructive mathematics, the Heine 
Bore1 theorem is demonstrably false, and there is a compact subset of the open 
ball in R2 which has points arbitrarily close to the boundary of the ball see [4]. 
Chapter 6, (2.11). 
We say that R is 
weukly coherent if x E R for each point x of fi that is bounded away from -R; 
ecige coherent if x E R for each point x of R that is bounded away from iJR: 
and 
coherent if x E Q whenever x is bounded away from -R. 
By definition, R is coherent if --R c Q. It follows that 62 is coherent if and 
only if Go = --0, and that an open set is coherent if and only if it is a metric 
complement. 
If R is either coherent of edge coherent, then it is weakly coherent. If R is 
weakly coherent, then for each r > 0, 
{x E C?: p(x,--R) 2 r} cc Q; 
if dl is edge coherent, then 
{x E D : p(x, i3fl) > r} cc R. 
’ For the nature and role of Brouwerian examples in constructive mathematics, see Chapter I of [4]. 
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If R is located and weakly coherent, then G is coherent, for if x is not in NQ, 
then p(x, 0) > 0 is impossible, so p(x, G) = 0; whence x E fi and, by weak co- 
herence, x E R. We shall show in Proposition 14 that if 0 is a located weakly 
coherent subset of a Banach space, then Q is edge coherent. So these three ver- 
sions of coherence are equivalent for a located set in a Banach space. 
Classically, every subset of a metric space is edge coherent and coherent. The 
following examples show why these coherence properties cannot be established 
constructively for arbitrary subsets. The first example is a very well-behaved set 
that is not even weakly coherent. The second is a set that is edge coherent but 
not coherent. The third is a coherent set that is not edge coherent. The fourth is 
a weakly coherent set that is neither edge coherent nor coherent. 
Brouwerian Example 1. A totally bounded open subset 6’ of R such that dR is 
finite and NQ is located, but G is not weakly coherent. 
Let P be any proposition, and define the open subset 6’ of R by 
n~(0,1)u(1,2)U{xE(0,2):PV~P}. 
Clearly, R is dense in (0,2) and is therefore totally bounded. Since ‘(P V ‘P) is 
impossible, dR = {0,2} and 
-0 = (-co, O] u [2, m), 
so 1, which belongs to fin, is bounded away from ~0. But if 1 E 0, then P V TP. 
Brouwerian Example 2. An inhabited, edge coherent, open subset of R that has 
finite boundary, located complement, and is not coherent. 
Let P be any proposition, and define 
Then 0 is inhabited and open, -0 = (-cc+ 0] u [3, CO) u {1,2} and X? = 
(0, 1,2,3}. If x E fi is bounded away from 8.0, then x belongs to one of the in- 
tervals(O,1),(1,2),(2,3)andthereforeto~.(Ifx~~n(l,2),then~n(l,2)is 
inhabited, so P V TP, and therefore x E 0.) Thus 0 is edge coherent. If, how- 
ever, R were coherent, then 5 would belong to 0 and we would have P V TP. 
In our next Brouwerian example we will assume that every function from N 
to N is recursive; this is Church’s thesis in a constructive setting. So we are 
working in the recursive constructive mathematics of the Russian School 
founded by Markov; see Chapter 3 of [4]. This enables us to construct (strong) 
Specker sequences: strictly monotone, bounded sequences of rational numbers 
that are eventually bounded away from any given real number. 
Proposition 3 [recursive example]. Zf u < u are real numbers, then there is an 
inhabited open subset J of (u, u) such that dJ and a( - J) are empty. 
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Proof. It suffices to construct such a set in (-1~ 1). Let (Ye) be a positive in- 
creasing Specker sequence. By scaling we may assume that r, < 1 for each m. 
Clearly J f U,“= , (- rmr Y,) is an inhabited open subset of (-1: 1). If .X E R, 
then there exists M and 5 > 0 such that [IX] - r,I > 6 for m > M. So j = J, and 
-J is open, hence equal to -J. That makes both J and -J simultaneously open 
and closed, so each has empty boundary. •I 
Brouwerian Example 4 [uses Church’s thesis]. An inhabited coherent bounded 
open subset of R that has finite boundary and is not edge coherent. 
By Proposition 3 we can construct, for each positive integer n, an inhabited 
open subset I,, of (l/(n + l), l/n) with empty boundary. Let (a,) be a binary 
sequence with at most one term equal to 1. Then 
.(,, G (-1,1) -u {I, : a, = l}. 
being a metric complement, is coherent and open. It is also inhabited. If a, = 1, 
thenR=(-1,1)-Z,anddR={-l,1}:soifthereexistsx~~~-{-I.1}, 
then II, = 0 for all IZ, R = (- 1, l), and therefore afi == { - 1, 1 }, a contradiction. 
Hence 6+R = (-1, l}. 
Now suppose that R is edge coherent. Then 0 is in 6! because (- 1,O) c 62, 
and 0 is bounded away from dQ = { - 1, l}, so 0 E Q. Choose a positive integer 
N such that (-l/N, l/N) c 6’. If a, = 0 for all n 5 N, then un = 0 for all n. So 
we could prove 
Vn(n,, = 0) or 3n(a, = 1). 
Note that in this example, R is not located. Note also that U {In : a, = l} is 
open and closed, but its complement is not open and its metric complement is 
not closed. 
Brouwerian Example 5 [uses Church’s thesis]. An inhabited weakly coherent 
bounded open subset of R that has finite boundary and is neither coherent nor 
edge coherent. 
Again we assume Church’s thesis. Take the set R from the previous example 
and translate it by -2, to obtain an inhabited coherent (and therefore weakly 
coherent) bounded open subset fir of (-3, -1) that has finite boundary and is 
not edge coherent. Let Qz be the set constructed in Brouwerian Example 2: an 
inhabited, edge coherent (and therefore weakly coherent), open subset of (0.3) 
that has finite boundary and is not coherent. The set we want is Rr u f2~. 
3. CROSSING THE BOUNDARY OF A SET 
One form of the intermediate value theorem states that if J’ is a uniformly 
continuous function on [0, 11, andf(u) < 0 < f(b) for 0 < a < b < 1, then there 
exists c in [a, b] such that f(c) = 0. The intermediate value theorem is con- 
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structively equivalent to Bishop’s omniscience principle LLPO (see Chapter 1 
of [4]), and to the statement that for any two real numbers x and y, either x _< y 
or y 5 x. Indeed the usual interval-halving argument for the intermediate value 
theorem relies on this property of real numbers, which is recursively refutable 
in the sense that there exist recursive sequences (xn) and (y,,) of recursive real 
numbers such that there is no binary recursive sequence (a,) with the property 
that if a,, = 0, then x, 5 y,, and if a,, = 1, then yn 2 x,. 
We can’t find c such that f(c) = 0, but we can find c such that f(c) is arbi- 
trarily close to 0. That is, we can show that p(O,f( [a, b])) = 0. The same con- 
siderations apply when traveling from a set to its complement along a straight 
line - we can’t hope to find a point where we cross the boundary, but we might 
be able to find points where we get arbitrarily close to the boundary. In fact, 
finding intermediate values is a special case of finding boundary crossings on 
straight-line paths in R2. 
Proposition 6. Let f : [0, l] -+ R be uniformly continuous, supf < B, and 0 < 
a < b < 1 such thatf(a) < 0 < f(b). Then 
f2 z {(x, y) E R2 : 0 < x < 1 and f(x) < y < B} 
is totally bounded, (a, 0) E f2, and (b, 0) E -0. Zf (x, 0) is on the segment joining 
(a, 0) and (b, 0), and also in df2, thenf(x) = 0. 
Proof. If 0 < x’ < 1, then (x’, y) E 0 if and only iff(x’) < y, and (x’, y) E -Q 
if and only iff(x’) > y. So if (x, 0) E 80, then f(x) = 0. 0 
We are mostly interested in RN, but we can talk about straight-line paths in 
any linear space. For points x, y in a normed linear space we write 
[x,y] E {tx+ (1 - t)y : 0 5 t 5 1). 
If x # y, that is, if ]]x - y]] > 0, then [x, y] is closed. 
The following lemma is the key tool for finding approximate boundary 
crossings. If X and I_L are distance expressions, then X V ,LL denotes their su- 
premum, which may be described by the equality {r E R : r > X V p} = 
{r E R : r > A and r > p}. 
Lemma 7. Let U and V be subsets of a Banach space such that U U V is dense. 
(i) Zfuo E U and ~0 E V, then ,o( [uo, VO], 0 n v) = 0. 
(ii) p(x, V n V) = p(x, U) V p(x, V). 
Proof. We want to show that p( [UO, UO], U n V) is small, so we construct an 
element of 0 n V that is close to [us, ws] by approximate interval halving. 
Choose 0 < E < $. Given u, _ 1 and v, _ 1, we construct u, and u, such that 
1. [u,,~,] c B([u,-i,v,-I],&“), 
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TodothischoosewinUUVwithinEnof~(~,_.i+w,_i).IfwE U,setu,,=\r 
andv,=~~,_1;ifwEI/,setu,=u,_1andv,=~.Letc-Iuo-voj+2E/(1-2~). 
From (2) we get 
I&--I,] +; 
so from (3) we get 
lII,-U,-,I+(~~-wn_]/<%:-En-l. 
which shows that u and 71 are Cauchy sequences. From (2) they have a common 
limit in u n v and, from (1) this limit is within E/( 1 - E) of [uo, wo]. This proves 
(i). Conclusion (ii) follows because if z is in [ug,~], then ]x - z] I /.x - ug/ v 
Jx -~ UOI. cl 
We shall say that a subset 6? of a normed linear space has the boundary 
crossingproperty if p(dR, [xa,yo]) = 0 whenever x0 E R and yo E -R. 
Proposition 8. Let R be a subset of a Banach space such that R U -L? is dense. 
Then R has the boundary crossingproperty. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 7 with U = d2 and V = -Q. q 
Corollary. Any located subset of a Banach space has the boundary crossing 
propertp 
Proof. If R is a located subset of a Banach space, then R u -R is dense. So 
Q IJ -R is dense, and we can apply Proposition 8. q 
What about the boundary crossing property for straight line paths in com- 
plete metric spaces other than Banach spaces? 
Brouwerian Example 9. There exists an open, totally bounded subset Q of a 
compact subspace of R2 that does not have the boundary crossing property for 
straight line paths. 
Consider the compact subspace X of R2 defined to be the closure of 
{(x,O):O<x< l}U k 1 
K ) n’n 
:k=O,l,..., n;n= 1,2 ,... 
1 
Let a,, be an increasing binary sequence, and define 0 to be the union of the 
three open sets 
(x,y) c x : x < f 
k 1 K -> k 2 n’n EX:,<~ anda,=O 
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{ 
(x,O)tX:x<; anda,,=Oforalln}. 
Then R is open and totally bounded, and 8.Q c {(x, 0) : 0 _< x 5 1). Suppose 
that (x, 0) E dR. If x < $, then a, = 0 for all n is impossible, while if x > f , 
then a,, = 0 for all n. Thus we can’t find an element of i3Q. But (0,O) E R and 
(1,O) E ~0 are joined by a straight line in X. 
There are a number of applications of the boundary crossing property. First 
a lemma about distance expressions. 
Lemma 10. Let X and p be distance expressions. Zf X A p and X V p are extended 
real numbers, then so are X and I_L. 
Proof. Let s and t be extended real numbers such that s = X A p and t = X V p. 
To show that X is an extended real, let r, r’ be real numbers with r < r’. If t < r’, 
then X < r’, so we may assume that t > r. Ifs > r, then X > r, so we may assume 
that s < t. Because X A p = s < t, either X < t or p < t. In the former case, I_L = t 
and X = s, in the latter, X = t and p = s. q 
Proposition 11. Let f2 be a subset of a Banach space. Then R and -~f2 are located 
ifand only ifaf2 is located and R u -0 is dense. 
Proof. Let A = 6! and B G -0. As A U B is dense in either case, Lemma 7 ap- 
plies and 
P(X, 2 n B) = 4x7 A) v ,4x, B) 
for all x. In view of Lemma 10, this condition implies that A and B are located if 
and only if A U B and 2 n B are located. Note that if B = -A, then A U B is 
dense if and only if it is located. q 
Proposition 12. Let R be a coherent subset of a Banach space. Zf both df2and -0 
are located, then 0 is located. 
Proof. This time, -0 U -(-a) . d is ense. Coherence of Q means that -(-0) c 
Q, so Q U ~0 is dense. The desired conclusion follows from this and 
Proposition Il. q 
Brouwerian Example 2 shows that we cannot drop the coherence hypothesis 
from Proposition 12. The next example shows that we cannot drop the hy- 
pothesis that -R is located. 
Brouwerian Example 13. A bounded, edge coherent, coherent open subset fl of 
R such that dR is located but 0 is not located. 
Let P be any proposition, and define 
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Then dR is the closure of { 1, i, i ~ . .} and 
-i3fl=...” (a,:> “(g ” (i,l) L,(-x.o)“(l.o) 
Clearly R is edge coherent. To see that R is coherent. note that if s t 
(1/(2n+ I). 1/(2n)) is bounded away from -R. then -P, so .Y E .(I. If 
/I( &: f2) < A, then -P, while if p( A, f2) > 0, then 1,P. so if R were located. 
we could prove the w,eak law of excluded middle: 
which is equivalent to DeMorgan’s Law: ‘(P A Q) w ?P V -Q. By Proposi- 
tion 12, we could also prove this if-R were located. 
Proposition 14. rf’R is u weakly coherent subset that has thr boundary crossing 
property, then R is edge coherent. 
Proof. Let .Y be a point of fi and r a positive number such that p(.x, 8~7) > r. It 
follows from the boundary crossing property that p(x, -0) > r; whence .Y E f? 
by the weak coherence of Q. q 
Proposition 15. g f2 is a Lebesgue measurable subset of R" with locuted 
boundary. then R is located. 
Proof. Since R is Lebesgue measurable, f1 U -fl is a full set. By [2] (Chapter 6. 
(3.4)), every ball of positive radius intersects R u -R, which is therefore dense. 
The desired conclusion follows from this and Proposition 11. ~1 
Brouwerian Example 16. A Lebesgue integrable, edge coherent, located open 
subset of R 2 whose boundary is not located. 
Let P be any proposition, and define 
R F (B(0, 1) - (0)) u {x E B(0, 1) : TP}. 
Then R is open, located, and Lebesgue integrable. It is also edge coherent: for 
ifs‘ E fi and j/x - y]l 2 r > 0 for ally E 80, then either 0 < ]]x]] < 1 or ]]x// < r; 
in the latter case, 0 $ dR, so P is impossible, R = B(0, I), and therefore .Y E f?. 
But if 8Q were located, then, by considering ~(0, an), we could prove 
,yP v TP. 
It is a trivial classical result that if x belongs to a subset R of a normed linear 
space, and if y is a closest point to x in 3R, then tx + (1 ~ t)y E R for 
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0 < t 5 1. Constructively, we have to put some additional hypothesis on 0, as 
the Brouwerian example 
shows. The following proposition also gives information when y E 8.0 is close 
to x, but not necessarily the closest point in dK2 to x (which we may not be able 
to find). 
Proposition 17. Let 0 be a coherent subset of a Banach space such that R U -R is 
dense and i3Q is located. If x E fi and d s p(x, 80) > 0, then B(x, d) c 62. Itfol- 
lows that zfy E dfl and 11x - yI[ < d + E, then x1 E tx + (1 - t) y E 6) whenever 
E/(d+e) < t 5 1. 
Proof. Lemma 7 gives p(x, 80) = p(x, -0). If ](x - x’ll < d, then x’ is boun- 
ded away from ~a, so coherence gives x’ E 0. 
For the second part, compute 
llxt - XII = (1 - t) J/x -y/l 5 (1 - t)(d + E) 5 d. 
The first inequality is strict if t < 1, and the second is strict if t > E/(d + E). 0 
One consequence of Proposition 17 is a result with applications in the con- 
structive theory of elliptic partial differential equations (see [9]). 
Proposition 18. Let R be a coherent bounded subset of RN such that fl U w.6 is 
dense and 6’6’ is located. Let u : ii’ --f R be untformly continuous on fin, diflerenti- 
able on 0, and vanish on 80. Zf IIVu(x) II _< Mfor all x E 0, then 
Iu(x>I 5 MP(X,W (x E q. 
Proof. Let d 5 p(x, 6’6)) and suppose /u(x)1 > Md. Then p(x, 6’Q) > 0 because 
u is uniformly continuous and vanishes on dQ. Proposition 17 shows that 
B(x, d) c f2. Suppose y and z are in B(x, d). We may assume without loss of 
generality that z - y is parallel to the N th coordinate axis. So 
< MlZN -YNI 
5 Mllz - Yll. 
Thus the function u is M-Lipschitz on B(x, d) c f2, hence on &x, d) c 6’. As 
u(y) = 0 for y E dR c J?, it follows that ]u(x)] < MIJx - yll for each y E dfi, so 
]u(x)] < Md. q 
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4. APPROXIMATING INTERNALLY WITH LOCATED SETS 
Let R be a subset of a metric space (X, p). We say that K approximates R in- 
ternally to within F if K CC Cl, and p(x, 362) < E for each x in R - K. If, for each 
E 1 0, the set Q can be approximated internally to within E by a set of type T. 
then we say that 0 is approximated internally by sets of type 7: Given such a set 
Q, we denote by K” a set of type T that approximates it to within E. If the clo- 
sure of a set of type T is again of type T, then we may assume that KE is closed. 
We will be interested in sets that can be approximated internally by located sets. 
Note that if 0 c EJf2, then R is approximated internally by compact sets (take 
Ki empty). This observation gives rise to examples where neither Q nor -0 can 
be shown to be inhabited: if P is any proposition, and Q is the set of rational 
numbers, consider 
0 s {x E Q : P} u {x E -Q: TP}. 
Here is another class of examples. 
Proposition 19. Let R be a subset of R N such that R” = -L for some located set 
L c -0. Then R is approximated internally by located sets. 
Proof. As R” U L is dense, and L c -f2, we have /)(x3 30) 5 p(x, 0’) V p(x. L). 
The set K(t) E {x E RN : p(x, L) 2 t} is located for all but countably many 
t > 0. If t < E, and x E R - K(t), then p(x, L) < E, so p(x. 862) < E. 0 
Note that if 6’ is open, then the hypothesis that L c -R is superfluous, so a 
metric complement of a located set in RN is approximated internally by located 
sets. In particular, an open set that is approximated internally by compact sets 
need not be located. Let (a,) be an increasing binary sequence, and 
L = {x E R : 1x1 > a,/n for all n}. 
ThenRr-Lis(-(l/n),l/n)ifa,=l+a,_i. 
An open set can be approximated internally by compact sets without being 
bounded ~ for example, U (n - 1 /n, n + 1 /n). 
Proposition 19 has a converse, at least for open sets. 
Proposition 20. Let R be a subset of RN that is approximated internally b.v lo- 
catedsets. Then -0’ is locatedand R” = --R”. 
Proof. We first show, for r > 0, that if p(x, K’) > 0, then p(x, _,I’) < r. As 
K’/” CC fl for each positive integer n, we can construct a binary sequence (X,) 
so that Xi = 0, 
if X, = 0 then p(x, Kr/“) > 0, and 
if X, = 1, then x E Q. 
IfX,=X,_,+l,thenxER- K’/(“- ‘1, so /Ix - yn/l < r/(n - 1) for some _ttn E 
-Q. Construct a sequence (x,) in RN such that 
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x,=xifX,=Oforallm~n,and 
x,, = y, if m 5 n is the first number such that X, = 1. 
Clearly (xn) is a Cauchy sequence that is well contained in B(x, r). Let x, be 
its limit in B(x, r). If x, were in no, then X, would have to be 0 for all n, so 
,o(x, Kr/,) > 0 for all n, and so x, @ 0’. Hence x, +Z R”. 
We will show that ~0’ is located. Given x, a large real number R > 0, and a 
small real number E > 0, choose 6 > 0 so that B(KE, 26) c fl, and construct a 
finite S-approximation A to B(x, R). Partition A into disjoint subsets Aa and Ai 
such that p(a, K’) < 6 if a E Ao, and p(a, KE) > 0 if a E AI. Then Aa c 0’ and 
Ai c B(N~~‘,E). Now let d = p(x,Ai), which is either a real number or (if Ai is 
empty) co. As AI c B(-W’, E), we have p(x, -no) < d + E. Supposey E ~@‘n 
B(x, R), so p( y, KE) > 26. Then there exists a E A within 6 of y. If a E Ao, then 
P(Y,KE) < 24 s o a E Al. Hence R A (d - 6) 5 p(x, -62’). As we may assume 
that 6 I E, we have 
R A (d - E) 5 p(x, -V) < d + E. 
To show that -0” is located, let Y < r’, R z sup{ 1, Y’}, and E z 3 (r’ - r). If d < 
r’ - E, then p(x, -R”) < r’; if d > r + E, then r < p(x, -QO). 
It remains to show that fin0 is the metric complement of ~0’. Suppose 
p(x, -0’) = r > 0. If p(x, K’) > 0, then x cannot be in Q, so x E -no, a con- 
tradiction. Thus x E K' c 0’. q 
Proposition 21. If R is a subset of RN that is approximated internally by located 
sets, then 52 has the boundary crossing property, 
Proof. Let x be in 0, and y in NQ. Given E > 0, choose 6 > 0 such that 
B(K", 26) c L?. If ~(x, KC) > 0, then p(x, 80) < E. If p(x, Kc) < S, set xt = 
(1 - t)x + ty and f(t) = p(xt, K'). Then f(1) 2 26 and J’(0) < 6. Choose t so 
that f(t) > 0 and f(t) is near 6. Then xr E R because B(K', 2s) c 62, and xt E 
-Kc becausef(t) > 0. So p(x[,dR) < E. •I 
Proposition 22. Let R a subset of a metric space, and suppose that 0 is approxi- 
mated internally by compact sets. Then R is totally bounded ifand only $86’ is 
totally bounded. 
Proof. Let E > 0, and choose r E (0,~) such that B(KE,4r) c f2. If 0 is totally 
bounded, let {xi,. . , xn} be an r-approximation to 0, and partition { 1, . . , m} 
into subsets I and J such that p(xi, KE) < r if i E I, and p(xi, K") > 0 if i E J. 
For each i E J there is yi E 86’ such that p(xi, yl) < E. We will show that 
{ yi : i E J} is a 3c-approximation to d6? 
Given y E 80, choose x E 0 such that p( y, x) < r, and then choose i such 
that p(x, Xi) < r. If i E I, then 
P(Y, KE) 15 P(Y, X) + P(X, xi) + dxi, KC) < 3r 
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so B( _v> Y) c B(KE: 4r) c R. Thus _r E 6?‘, which is absurd. Hence i t J. More- 
over, 
p( .Y: yi) < p( _V, X) + p(X, Xl) -t f)(Xj: vl) < Y + I’ + E < 3E: 
so { yi : i E J} is a 3e-approximation to dQ. 
Now suppose that dti is totally bounded. Let A be a finite E-approximation 
to dR, and B be a finite &-approximation to KF. Since for each x E R either 
p(x, K’) > 0 or p(x, K’) < E, it is clear that A u B is a 25-approximation to 
(1. 0 
Proposition 23. If a subset of a metric space is approximated internally by located 
sets. then it is edge coherent. 
Proof. Let R be approximated internally by located sets. Let x t fi be such 
that p(x, 30) 2 2r > 0. If p(x, K’) > 0, then there exists x’ E Q so close to .Y 
that p(x’. K’) > 0 and p( x’, 30) > r. This contradicts the properties of K r. so 
p(x> K’) = 0 and therefore x E K’ c R. q 
Proposition 24. [f Q is an edge-coherent totally bounded subset of a metric spucc, 
and R has totally bounded boundary, then R is approximated internally by com- 
pact sets. 
Proof. Given E > 0, choose r E (0, E) such that 
K+(x&:p(x,aq>r} 
is compact ([2], Chapter 4, (4.9)). Since R is edge coherent, B(K: r/2) c f?, so 
K cc Q. On the other hand, if x E R - K, then p(x, ati) 5 r < E. q 
5. THE EXTERIOR PO1 CONDITION 
When 62 is compact, 80 c -0 because -R = -6). The condition i3R c -62 
is interesting in its own right. It is straightforward to deduce from it that 3R I= 
-. 
ab2. It is also easy to see that aR c -R IS equivalent to the following condition: 
If x E 8Q and E > 0, then for some 6 > 0 there is a h-ball contained in -f2 
that is within E of x. 
If we think of the S-ball as attached to x by a string of length less than E, then 
we have pictured a poi (the Maori term for such an object). If, given E > 0, we 
can choose 6 independent of x, then we say that R satisfies the exterior poi 
condition. 
We get the uniformity required by the exterior poi condition if the boundary 
is totally bounded. 
Proposition 25. If 80 is totally bounded and contained in -R, then 0 satis$es the 
exterior poi condition. 
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Proof. If x E 80, then p(x, y) < E for some y in -0. Let 
S s inf{p(x, Q), E - p(x, y)}. 
Then B( y, S) c -R n B(x, E). 
Now let A be a finite e-approximation to K?, and choose 6 > 0 so that -R n 
B(a, E) contains a S-ball for each a in A. Then ~fl n B(x, 2~) contains a &ball 
for each x in 80. q 
In particular, if both Q and 80 are compact, then Q satisfies the exterior poi 
condition. (Classically, it suffices to assume 0 is compact.) It is not sufficient, 
even classically, to assume only that R is totally bounded with compact 
boundary ~ for example, R E (- 1,O) U (0,l). 
We can get a partial converse to Proposition 25. 
Proposition 26. Let Q be a totally boundedsubset of R N that satisfies the exterior 
poi condition. Then dJ2 is compact. 
Proof. For any E > 0, let S > 0 be given by the exterior poi condition. We will 
approximate dR within 2~. Choose a finite approximation A to a big ball con- 
taining 0 so that A intersects any open ball of radius 6/2 contained in the big 
ball. Partition A into disjoint subsets As and Ai so that if a E As, then 0 < 
p(a, Q) < E while if a E Ai, then p(a, 0) < 6/2 or p(a, Q) > E - S/2. By bound- 
ary crossing, for each a E A0 there is b, E dR such that ljba - all < E. We shall 
show that each x E dR is within 2~ of some b,. 
Choose y so that B( y, S) c (-Q) n B(x, E). Then there is a in A n B( y, h/2). So 
]lu - xl] < E and S/2 < p(a, 0) < E - 6/2. Thus a E As and llba - XII < 2~. 0 
The uniformity of the exterior poi condition, rather than just the condition 
that dR c -0, is necessary for Proposition 26. Let (r,) be an enumeration of 
the rational numbers in (0, l), starting with r1 = i, and let (a,,) be a decreasing 
binary sequence. Let G be the closure of {a,r, : n = 1,2,. . .}. Then G is com- 
pact, so -R = -0 3 G’R. But if dR were located, then either p( i, aL?) < 4, in 
which case there would be a point in -Q in (0, l), and we could find n such that 
a, = 0, or p( i, 80) > 0, in which case a, = 1 for all n. 
We cannot interchange the roles of R and dR in Proposition 26. 
Proposition 27 [recursive counterexample]. There is a coherent, edge coherent 
bounded open subset 0 of RN that has empty boundary, and is not located. 
Proof. Let (r,,) be a strictly decreasing Specker sequence in (0, I), and define 
A s {x E RN : llxll > r, for some n}, 
G s -A = {x E RN : llxll < r, for all n}. 
Then fl is bounded. It is open and coherent because it is a metric complement. 
It is edge coherent because it is closed, and the boundary is empty. If it were 
located, then it would be totally bounded, so 
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lim r,? = inf Y, 
n--X n>l 
would exist, which is impossible as every real number is eventually bounded 
away from (r,) . 0 
A subset R of RN satisfies the exterior cone condition if there exist Y, 0 > 0 
such that for each x E 80 there is a right circular cone C with vertex x, vertex 
angle 8, and height r such that C n R = {x}. The exterior cone condition rules 
out cusps on 8R pointing into R, and plays an important role in solving the 
Dirichlet Problem on totally bounded open subsets of R". The usual formula- 
tion of the exterior cone condition allows r and 0 to vary with the point .X E af2. 
However, a simple sequential compactness argument shows, classically, that I 
and Q can be chosen independent of x when dR is compact. Clearly the exterior 
cone condition implies the exterior poi condition. 
It is a classical theorem that if a bounded open subset R of RN satisfies the 
exterior cone condition, then for each uniformly continuous ,f’ : df2 - R the 
Dirichlet Problem 
has a continuous solution u : f? + R that is uniformly twice differentiable on 
each compact set K well contained in R [5]; in that case we say that the 
Dirichlet Problem has a strong solution. This suggests that the exterior cone 
condition, plus solvability of the Dirichlet Problem, may be connected with 
locating a bounded open set sr? in RN. 
The coherent, nonlocated set R in Proposition 27 has empty boundary, so 
there is only one uniformly continuous function - the empty function ~ on that 
boundary, and the Dirichlet Problem (1) has infinitely many strong solutions. 
The following example shows that adding the requirement that (1) have a 
unique solution, but dropping coherence, does not locate R. 
Brouwerian Example 28. An inhabited, edge coherent, bounded, nonlocated 
open subset R of R N that satisfies the exterior cone condition, such that dR is 
compact and the Dirichlet Problem (1) has a unique strong solution for each 
uniformly continuous f : dR + R. 
Let P be any proposition such that T-JP, and let (rn) be an increasing Specker 
sequence in ( $ ! 1). Define open subsets of RN by 
A E {X E RN : r, < ilxlj < 1 for all n}. 
BE {x E RN : P and /1x(] < I}, 
bl=AuB 
It is easy to show that 
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~f-2 = {x E RN : ((XII 2 I} 
and 
dL? = {X E RN : [lxll = I}, 
So 130 is located and 0 satisfies the exterior cone condition. Given a point x of 
fi that is bounded away from dR, and noting that 11x]/ < 1, choose S > 0 and v 
such that I llxll - r,( > S for all n 2 V. Then choose E E fl such that IIx - <I] < 6. 
If 5 E A, then 
llxll 2 IIEII - lb - Eli > yn - f5 
for all n, so llx]l > r, + 6 for all 12 2 v and therefore x E A c 0; if 6 E B, then 
x E Q = B(0, 1). Hence L? is edge coherent. 
For a given uniformly continuous function f : 86 + R, the restriction to R 
of the solution of the Dirichlet Problem 
Au = 0 on B(0, l), 
U(X) =f(x) if ]lxll = 1 
certainly solves the Dirichlet Problem (1) on J?. This solution is given explicitly 
by the formula 
u(x) = l - llxl12 
NWN 
J f(t) dS 
lIEI/= lb- EllN ’ 
where dS denotes the element of surface on the boundary of the unit ball, and 
WN is the hypervolume of that ball ([5], Theorem 2.6). Now suppose that the 
Dirichlet Problem 
(2) 
i 
Au=0 on 0, 
u=O ondfl 
has a solution u that is nonzero at some point of R. If P holds, then Q = B(0, 1) 
and (2) has the unique solution 0, a contradiction; so 1P holds, which is 
absurd. Hence (2) has the unique solution 0, and therefore (1) has a unique 
solution. 
However, if Q were located, then either ~(0, 0) > 0 or p(x, 52) < rl. The for- 
mer is ruled out, as -fi = -B(O, 1). Hence p(x, Q) < rl, so B is inhabited and 
therefore P holds. 
6. TWO RECURSIVE EXAMPLES 
We can sometimes modify Brouwerian examples so that they become specific 
recursive examples that do not depend on an underlying proposition P or bi- 
nary sequence (a,). We will do this for Brouwerian Example 4. First we need to 
establish a couple of generalities about boundaries of metric complements. 
Proposition 29. If A is a subset of a located set L, then -(-A) c z and therefore 
8(-A) c L. 
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Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that x E -(-A). and p(x, L) > 0. 
Then there exists y E -(-A) such that p( y, L) > 0 and therefore ,v E -A, which 
is impossible. q 
Proposition 30. Suppose Il.1 and Lz are located sets such that p(Ll? _Lj > 0. If 
AI c LI mdA2 c Lz, then 
3(--(A, u AZ)) = 8(-A,) u a(-.4,). 
Proof. Suppose that x E 3(-AI) c ~5. Then p(.x, L2) > 0, so x E -AZ f? --Al. 
Since -A:! is open, it follows that x E --AZ n -AI; whence x E -(Al LJ Ag. 
Also. 
x E -(-Al) c -(-(A, U Al)), 
so x E ??(-(A, u AZ)). 
.~ 
Conversely, suppose that x E ??-(A, ci AI)); then x E --(A\ ii A2) c ---AI 
and 
_“” -- 
x E -(-(A, UA2)) = -((-A,) n (-AZ)). 
By Proposition 29, 
without loss of generality, we may assume that s E z. Then x E --AZ, so 
B(x) E) c -A2 for some E > 0. Choose y in B(x,E) n -((-.41) fl (-AZ)); then 
)’ E -A2 f7 -((-A,) n (-A,)), soy E -(-Al). Since E can be chosen arbitrarily 
small, it follows that x E -(-Al). 111 
The next lemma uses Specker sequences as it relies on Proposition 3. The 
proof of the proposition that follows it refers directly to an enumeration of the 
Turing machines. 
Lemma 31. Let (a,) be a binary sequence with at mosf one term equaI to I. !f’ 
u < 91, then there exists an open subset fof(u, v), such that 
ifa, = I : then p(u, I) < (v - 24)/n; 
[fp(u, I) 3 O? then either a,, == 1 ,for some n, or a, = 0,for all n; and 8(-I) is 
empty. 
Proof. We may assume that II = 0 and v = 1. By Proposition 3, for each n there 
is an inhabited open subset Jn of (l,/(~ + I), 1,‘~) with 8(-J,) empty. Let 
I I= lJ{Jn : a, = I}. 
Clearly, I is inhabited if and only ifn, = 1 for some n; in which case, 1 = J, and 
p(O,l) < l/n. If ~(0, I) > 0, then choose N such that p(O,i) > l/N; either 
tr, = 0 for each II < N, in which case a, = 0 for all n, or else u, = 1 for some 
n < IV. 
If x E 3(-Q, and a, = 1 for some n, then I = J,,, a contradiction. So n, = 0 
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for all n, and therefore Z is empty; this is impossible as x E 8(-Z). So 8(-Z) is 
empty. 0 
Proposition 32 [recursive counterexample]. There exists R c R that is open and 
coherent, has$nite boundary, and is not edge coherent. 
Proof. Let amn = 1 if the mth Turing machine halts on the input m at step n, and 
a mn = 0 otherwise. Construct 
z,c ___-- ( 1 1 1 m+ l’m (m+ 1)2 1 
from the sequence a,l, am2, am3, . . . as in Lemma 31, and set 
Q=(O,l)-uz,==- (-c0,o]u[1,oo)uuz, . 
M ( m > 
Then R is coherent and open, and (0, 1) c X! Given x E (0,l) n Xl, choose m 
such that x E (l/(m + 2), l/m), and set 
l LE --03 
( 
l 
‘+-(m+3) 
2] u [;+$?+ 
R s (-qO] u [l,oc) u l-l I,,. 
n#m,m+l 
Then~=-(Z,UZ,+~UR),R~L,andZ,UZ,+~~(l/(m+2),l/m).Noting 
that L is closed and located, and that 
we now apply Proposition 30 to show that 
do= a(-(Zm UZm+l))Ud(-R) 
But d(-R) c L, by Proposition 29, and x 6 L, so (again by Proposition 30) 
x E a(-(Z,,, UZM)) = a(-Zm+,) ua(-Z,) = 0. 
Hence 80 = {O,l}. 
If l/(m + 1) E 0, then p(l/(m + l),Z,) > 0, because 0 c -Z,. Then, by 
Lemma 31, we can decide the halting behaviour of the mth Turing machine on 
the input m. It follows that if 6’ were edge coherent, then, since l/(m + 1) is 
bounded away from 80 and belongs to fi for each m, we could solve the re- 
stricted halting problem. q 
Let Qbe a bounded metric complement of a located set. We are interested in 
approximating 0 by a compact set K cc 0. Proposition 19 shows that we can 
always approximate Q in terms of the metric. Our final example shows, how- 
ever, that even when 0 is integrable, we need not be able to approximate R in 
measure. 
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To show this, we construct a particular sequence which is eventually boun- 
ded away from any given real number. Unlike a Specker sequence, this one 
enumerates a compact set and is not monotone. Our construction starts with a 
singular cover of R, the existence of which is a consequence of Church’s thesis. 
Proposition 33 [recursive counterexample]. For each E > 0 there is a countable 
compact set L of rational numbers in [0, l] such that every point of L is isolated. 
and B( L, 6) has measure greater than 1 - F for each 6 > 0. 
Proof. Let (In) be a sequence of open intervals with rational endpoints that 
covers R and satisfies Crz 1 lZ,l < E for each m. Define 
is not contained in 11 u u I, , 
and let L be the union of the L,,. Because each Ik has rational endpoints. the set 
L, is finite. If i/2” E L, for m > n, then i/2” E L,, so L is a detachable subset of 
Q ~ that is, for each q E Q either q E L or q # L. 
To show that L is totally bounded, we show that the set LO u . u L,, is a 
2-“-approximation to L. Suppose that i/Zm E L, and m > n. There existsj such 
that 
so j/2” is in L, and is within 2Pn of i/2”. 
If r is any real number, then r E 4 for some k. As Ik is open, we can choose 
n > k such that B(r, 2-“) c Ik; whence B(r, 2~“) c 11 U. U I,. We will show, by 
induction on m, that 
(**) L,,flB(r,2-“p’) C LoU...UL,. 
Let x = i/2”’ belong to L, n B(r, 2-‘-l) with m > n. If i is even, then (**) holds 
by induction. We shall show that i cannot be odd. To this end, assume that i is 
odd and choose j as in (*). Then 
so r must be in (j/2”, (j + 1)/2”). Hence 
(&,$) c (&,$I) 
c B(r,2-“) 
c 11 u . . u I,, 
CII U”‘UZ,,,, 
contradicting the fact that x E L,. This completes the inductive proof of (**). 
It follows that for each real number r there exists n such that 
LnB(r,2-“-I) c Lou...uL,: 
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whence r is bounded away from all but finitely many elements of L. This shows 
that L is closed and therefore compact, and that each element of L is isolated. 
Given 6 > 0, choose it so that 2-” < 6. If x is an irrational point of [0, l] - 
(Ii U . + U In), then there exists a unique i such that x E (i/2”, (i + 1)/2”); so 
XE (g$!) -(Z,U...UZ,) 
and therefore i/2” E L,. Since (x - i/2”] < S, it follows that B(L, 6) contains 
each irrational point of [O, l] - (Zr U.. . U In). Hence B(L, 6) has measure 
greater than 1 - E. 0 
Although the set 0 E (0, 1) - L, being integrable with positive measure, can 
be approximated in measure by compact sets that are contained in it ([2], 
Chapter 6, (6.7)), the above proposition shows that it cannot be approximated 
in measure by compact sets that are well contained in it. Contrast this to the 
classical situation in which you can prove that any compact subset of an open 
set is well contained in it. 
The set L, even without its measure-theoretic properties, can be used to 
construct other standard pathological recursive examples. We get an ascending 
Specker sequence by setting 
r,+r = min{L\{rr,. . . ,m}}. 
To construct a positive Lipschitz function f on [0, 11 with infimum 0, let (&en) 
enumerate L, and for each n choose S,, > 0 such that B(&, 34) n L = {t,}. De- 
fine 
and 
fn(x) = SUP{O, &I - Ix - &I> 
S(x) = P(Xl L) v p”>‘:J(x). 
_ 
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